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“The world was turned on
its head in 2016. With its
balanced, professional
reporting of outstanding
quality, swissinfo.ch placed
the global upheaval into
context from the Swiss point
of view.”
Peter Schibli, Director
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Foreword to the
2016 Annual Report

The year that just ended was as eventful as it was successful for our company. January saw Larissa M. Bieler
take over as Editor in Chief and immediately set a new
editorial tone. In June, the Federal Council approved
the new international remit for 2017–2020, which had
been carefully negotiated between OFCOM and SRG
SSR. Then, in August, we invested considerable resources in covering the centenary congress of the Organisation of the Swiss Abroad (OSA) (#WeAreSwissAbroad).
Direct democracy was an ongoing theme of our reporting throughout the year (#DearDemocracy), as we also
stepped up our use of social media, community-building and data journalism. These priorities enabled SWI
swissinfo.ch to extend its reach significantly in 2016,
and to improve its image in the media landscape both
nationally and internationally.

”In 2016 as in the past, SWI took specific action
to support quality journalism.”
Despite this, global journalism did not distinguish itself
during the year just ended. With certain exceptions,
media quality is on the decline. Editorial teams are
being thinned out and disbanded, and there is increasingly little time for research or quality management.
Privately run news portals are no longer complying
with ethical guidelines as strictly as they might and, to
many, a one-sided headline or easily digestible story
takes precedence over factuality and balance.
The Brexit referendum and the US elections propelled
the phenomenon of “fake news” to inglorious fame in
2016. The trend is not confined to the USA or the UK,
however. Our domestic media also circulate falsehoods
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democracy, for example, writing about Switzerland as a
business location, the migration debate, or the climate
and energy problem. Social issues take precedence
over sports and celebrity journalism. We also pay due
attention to the cultural aspects of life.

on a regular basis, with particularly fatal consequences
in referendum campaigns. A democratic public fed false
information is no longer in a position to make independent majority decisions.
With the directness of new media, it seems to be
easier to manipulate the will of the people than it was

“The challenges facing journalism will be
no less great in the year ahead.”

20 years ago. Nobody is systematically checking the
explosion of information on the internet. Copy-paste
inflation is rife, and it has serious implications. Amid
these trends, the stock of credible, quality media is on
the rise. They have a duty to check and to question.
With their carefully researched analyses, they must be
beacons of fact and impartiality, and establish themselves as the corrective counterbalance to short-term
news platforms, blogs and social media.
It is this tradition that our company represents. As
SRG‘s online service, SWI believes that it has a duty
to maintain relevance, diversity, fairness, factuality
and balance. Our focus is not on short-term attention-grabbing, but on developing long-term depth.
When choosing which issues to cover, we put the gossip aside and concentrate on the institution of direct

In 2016 as in the past, SWI took specific action to
support quality journalism. Items are researched
and produced in multi-lingual teams, and specialist
editorial groups are being established. Everything in
the production process is doubled-checked. Factual
errors are discussed within the teams and corrected
consistently. Our journalists are given the opportunity to develop professionally. The multimedia offering
is subject to regular review by our Public Council and
external experts, and an Ombudsman‘s Office monitors
compliance with quality standards.
On a final note, SWI has been involved in a project
known as “Pheme” for the past three years. Funded by
the European Union and named after the Greek goddess of notoriety and rumour alike, this initiative has
developed a tool to support and speed up fact-checking.
It does this by localizing dubious claims made on Twitter, tracking them and checking the extent to which
they are true. This work produced a number of articles
on fact-checking which appeared on swissinfo.ch in the
course of 2016.
The challenges facing journalism will be no less great
in the year ahead. The new corporate strategy sets
out three areas of focus for SWI: to continue to expand
our reach, to optimize journalistic content for mobile
devices such as smartphones (the “Mobile First” strategy), and to simplify our production processes. In doing
so, we will remain faithful to our view of the role of the
media: to deliver quality, fairness, diversity, factuality
and balance. It is our job to uphold and to defend these
principles in 2017 as in the past.
Peter Schibli
Director SWI swissinfo.ch
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“The great service offered
by swissinfo.ch is something
often brought up at the
many meetings I have with
Swiss people living abroad.”
Oscar Knapp, SWI Committee
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Highlights

Eight questions
for our Editor in Chief
Larissa M. Bieler

can set ourselves apart better and more consistently
via individual topics and dossiers. And we have to learn
to say no. I see considerable potential here in terms of
positioning ourselves.
What was the greatest challenge for you in 2016?

Interview: Nina Hübner, Communication and Marketing
Larissa, you‘ve been Editor in Chief at SWI swissinfo.ch
since 1 January 2016. You handle ten languages, over
70 journalists and make an impact through the use
of various formats. This is clearly a huge challenge!
Before joining SWI you were Editor in Chief at the
Bündner Tagblatt and gave this traditional publication a fresh, more contemporary look.
What do you have in mind for SWI?
The ten languages are already a unique USP of SWI
and we have the quality to work on good background
stories, but in order for them to be read, people have
to know very clearly what they can expect from us. We

The greatest challenge of the past year and this
year as well is certainly the complex structure of ten
editorial teams working in different languages, who
have worked relatively autonomously up to now, the
strict line hierarchies and the tight journalistic corset
that was imposed in the past and in which people had
to work. The most competent person is supposed to
make decisions, and more discussions need to be held.
The goal is to strengthen cooperation between the
departments again and to make use of interdisciplinary
knowledge in order to reflect the unique international
flair of our company in our offering. That’s what sets us
apart. Cooperation between the editorial teams with
regard to focus topics such as “Islam in Switzerland”
or “Expats in Switzerland” is progressing, and now we
need some impetus from the editorial teams.

“Each community has to be targeted
individually.”
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SWI serves a very heterogeneous audience with
information. Our reporting has to deal with the needs
of over ten different cultures. How does SWI forge
this bridge?
I have to start at the beginning here. SWI is an exciting
challenge because we want to target a very mixed,
fragmented and remote audience all over the world.
We don’t call them target audiences, we talk about
communities defined by language and cultural areas or, as described above, by interests or topics. The
common denominator is either language or culture,
as for instance with the Japanese or Chinese editorial
team, or we first have to find and define the common
interest and activate the community, as with the
specialist editorial team of “Direct Democracy”. There
are, however, also existing communities such as the
cross-border commuters in Ticino, Geneva or Basel,
or the Swiss expats; for us they are of course a great
opportunity as we can address them together. It’s clear
that each community has to be targeted individually,
so the style, formats, and the narrative differ because,
for instance, the Chinese and the British have different
preferences. That’s why we also have journalists who
come from and know the language regions. With the
closed community of Swiss expats we forge a bridge
via proximity, dialogue and an emotional element
which we create via the hash tag #WeAreSwissAbroad.
In our topic-related community work we approach our
readers and enable identification and commitment.
This is a sea change for SWI. In journalistic terms this
also means that the editorial teams must, in addition
to the compulsory material, have the freedom to report
more independently, more directly, more courageously,
more surprisingly and in a less institutional manner.
A direct connection with readers is very important
to SWI. Active community building aims to foster a
dialogue with users. SWI wants to know what the
target audience would like. We asked our visitors via
Facebook and Twitter to send their questions to you,
Larissa.
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of time and which cover a current dialogue in Switzerland with a specific focus. Here the Editor in Chief has
the right to declare a topic compulsory for Swiss expats, for example. This happens if these are core topics.
The individual language departments also always have
the option of determining topics themselves, and they
are the experts for their communities and language
region. In this case, the Editor in Chief decides. This is
how the entire editorial content of SWI is made up.
How do we justify ourselves in terms of information we
don’t provide? As journalists we know Switzerland and
can prioritize which information is relevant and which
is only nice to have. The English department also has
a news desk which, like an agency, has to be able to
send the day’s key information from Switzerland to the
world.

“Journalists shouldn’t be members of a
political party, they report independently.”

David Cranford asks: Why do you base your articles
on your political views?
That’s a suggestive question that implies that we
don’t report objectively. I can only refute that. Like all
SRG media companies we are obliged to report independently, in a balanced, fair and objective manner. Our
offering is based on the basic values of a liberal, democratic society, as set out in the Federal Constitution and
other international agreements. This includes respect
for democratic institutions and processes, freedom of
opinion, division of powers, respect for minorities, human rights and international law. Independence is the
most important asset in journalism, yet it is no longer
self-evident, even in Switzerland. We are aware of this,
it’s a privilege, and we act accordingly.
Emanuel Adair Boder has a personal question for you:
Which political party does she vote for?

Here’s a selection from the Facebook community:
Oliver Hegglin wants to know: How is it decided what
is and is not reported, who makes these decisions,
and how do you justify not reporting something?
If it’s about background topics that are adapted in all
languages, all the editorial teams discuss the journalists’ proposals at the planning meeting on Tuesday
afternoon and make a decision together. All the editors-in-chief are involved in the daily morning meeting;
they discuss the topics to be published in a short space

Journalists shouldn’t be members of a political party,
they report independently. I don’t have a problem not
thinking in terms of right and left, I don’t vote for a party either, but vote on individual topics. I would describe
myself as Conservative in terms of cultural, and ethical
values, and people shouldn’t adopt every innovation
without voicing any criticism. I’m a Liberal, because I
take responsibility and look to the future confidently,
and I’m a Social Democrat when it comes to protecting minorities or if it’s about the gap between rich and
poor. I don’t have a clear political profile.
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And Marcel Ackle addresses the following points:
Love the comments here...
Reminds me of Nestlé asking online how people think
about them.... :-)
What does SWI think about Nestlé and the issue of
water and Brabecks ”access to water should not be a
human right”?
Are you allowed to think and publish in a critical way
or do you just publish what you are told to do?
Nobody tells us what to do or what to report on; we are
independent and that’s a privilege nowadays, even in
Switzerland. All reporting options are open to us. We
can evaluate situations, circumstances, and events
critically, but we don’t judge. We analyse, bring things
to people’s attention and offer readers as objective a
basis as possible for forming their own opinion. What
each of us thinks about Nestlé is not important here,
and doesn’t play a role in our work. But we can address
quotes and highlight situations, that’s our responsibility.
And the following question was sent via Twitter by
AL-Awaji: @swissinfo_en Why don’t all the languages
of @swissinfo publish the reports on the same day?
And some stories aren’t covered at all?
Because we consider our target groups who sleep or
consume information at different times around the
world. But the time difference is only one aspect, the
editorial teams have different time frames. The English
department has a news desk, where important information is published immediately. The Swiss editorial
team works in the national languages and serves the
neighbouring countries who are more involved in Swiss
topics. Here too, topical issues have to be published
promptly. For the Chinese or Arabic communities,
for instance, it doesn’t make any difference whether
they read today or tomorrow or even the day after
that Switzerland is now testing self-driving trains or

”We can evaluate situations, circumstances,
and events critically, but we don’t judge.”
celebrating the 500th anniversary of the Reformation.
The publication date also depends on the event. In a
catastrophe such as an earthquake we have the duty
to provide information right away. As for the second
question, I refer back to my answer above.
Thank you very much for this insight into your work
and SWI. Regardless of the colour of the makeover,
things at SWI are set to remain interesting.
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“For many people worldwide,
swissinfo.ch is sometimes the
only – and certainly the best –
way of getting credible, independent information from and
about Switzerland.”
Urs Ziswiler, SWI Public Council

“In a year when fake news became the news, it’s clear that
the public need a news source
they can trust for its impartiality and accuracy. I noticed this
particularly when I was talking
with the Swiss in America in
October. ”
Diccon Bewes, SWI Public Council
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Highlights

100 Years of the OSA –
#WeAreSwissAbroad

Nina Hübner, Communication and Marketing
On 5 August 2016, the Organisation of the Swiss
Abroad (OSA) celebrated its centenary on the Bundesplatz in front of the Federal Parliament building
in Bern. SWI swissinfo.ch not only reported live on
www.swissinfo.ch and on social media channels
Twitter, Facebook and Instagram, but also had a
stand at the event.

The #WeAreSwissAbroad hashtag is designed to channel this fascination and make those stories accessible.
To this end, swissinfo.ch used the Bundesplatz event
as a launch pad for its new Instagram channel, on
which Swiss people living abroad tell of their lives in
pictures and videos, and take the audience with them
on their personal adventures.

swissinfo.ch among the people
The Communication and Marketing team talked to
countless people, explaining what swissinfo.ch is, what
work it does every day, and how important the platform is in conveying the values of direct democracy.
swissinfo’s mission is to provide its readership with
balanced and neutral information that delves a little
deeper. This latter aspect is particularly important in
the case of Swiss citizens living abroad, because this
“Fifth Switzerland” represents a significant part of the
electorate.

A perfect party, despite the rain
The swissinfo.ch stand proved a huge hit with visitors,
giving out 1’000 pens, 500 lanyards and 500 chocolates, while countless presentations ran on the stand’s
screens, and the Wheel of Fortune attraction clattered
all day. The Communication and Marketing team was
very satisfied with the outcome of the day, which saw
visitors defy the rain to throw the OSA a wonderful
party.

#WeAreSwissAbroad
This community isn’t just politically important. Indeed,
the stories that these Swiss abroad have to tell show
the potential for adventure in Alaska, China, Paraguay,
or Tanzania, for example. Stay-at-homes are fascinated by what made them leave all that was familiar and
begin a new life in a new homeland.

Did you miss the celebrations?
No problem! Visit swissinfo.ch to experience the festivities for yourself: swissinfo.ch.
Link:
”Escaping the golden cage.”
Portraits of Swiss living abroad
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“The OSA centenary gave
swissinfo.ch an excellent opportunity to position itself
successfully as a multimedia
provider.”
Thomas Waldmeier, Interim Head of Communication and Marketing
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Highlights

POV and observations
by a 55y/o Swiss
who has lived half his life in CH and the other half in Southern California.

Few Americans trust social media as a news source, yet
they use the internet as their main newsfeed. The need
for a “validating, neutral party” is greater than ever.

“I wish swissinfo.ch & SRF would capitalize
on their reputation and become the World‘s
foremost fact-checker.”
As a Swiss living abroad, I often find myself gravitating towards consuming World news not as reported
by typical US networks (ABC/NBC/CBS) or cable news
(cnn, FOX News, MSNBC) but reported by swissinfo/
Swiss TV‘s more in-depth and “neutral” reporting style
in their German-language TV news shows, mainly
10vor10, anchored by a most credible Arthur Honegger, whose expertise includes living in the U.S. as a
foreign correspondent at the White House, bringing a
unique pov & perspective on the U.S. (political) landscape.
Ideally, Honegger should be given an English-version
10vor10-style News “recap & analysis” show, designed
to validate and confirm the truth in the day‘s news
stories.
Swiss TV has always been known as a source with integrity, with non-sensational, unfiltered and non-partisan reporting. The arrival and establishment of online
news outfits created a new dizzying channel lineup,
comprised mostly of highly questionable integrity or
outright fake news sites, leaving behind a misinformed
readership and electorate causing unexpected outcomes like the recent election.

Compare Swiss TV to U.S. news sources, whom we can‘t
trust for their partisan slant or (perceived) alternative
agenda, and one immediately recognizes Swiss TV‘s
potential for setting the record straight. Echo chambers
segregating dissent or alternative views are causing a
(dangerous) 21st century “segregation”, causing a loss
of idea sharing or consideration for alternative viewpoints. Governmental services such as Deutsche Welle
paved the way for international news exposure - and
swissinfo.ch should now become the checks & balances we badly need to ensure we are properly informed
on the issues.
I wish swissinfo.ch & SRF would capitalize on their reputation and become the World‘s foremost fact-checker.

Michael H. Gaedeke,
Hotelier, macOS/iOS Technology Coach & Hospitality IT Expert
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“Facts and opinions about
the country and the people
who call it their home, or are
associated with it. Interesting, informative and professional. That was swissinfo.ch
in 2016.”
Marina Karlin, SWI Public Council

“The swissinfo.ch website
does not publish enough
articles about business
and finance. The few items
on these subjects are too
short, and are generally
published only in three
national languages.”
Takemitsu Morikawa, SWI Public Council
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#DearDemocracy

“Dear Democracy,
how are you?”
#DearDemocracy

Philipp Meier, Community Developer
From the Arab Spring to Brexit, from Trump to “fake”
news: direct democracy is a hot topic. Reflective
of this, Swiss students came up with the evocative
hashtag #DearDemocracy for an event for which SWI
swissinfo.ch was media partner. This is now the name
of our platform on modern direct democracy, the
most important topic addressed by swissinfo.ch. This
article explains what is behind #DearDemocracy.
“Democracy is dead. Long live democracy!” – just as with
the transition between kings and emperors, the nature
of democracy is changing all the time. If it is absent, it is
often longed-for. At times it has also been won in bloody
revolutions.
Once proclaimed, it is sometimes more illusion than
reality. Without effective protection for minorities, it is
no more than a dictatorship of the majority. And quite
frequently it can be bought. It is at its most vital in its

direct form, allowing citizens to participate as fully as
possible. Despite this, if only half of the electorate actually bothers to vote, we might well ask whether it is only
half alive, or half dead.
#DearDemocracy can be read as a polite salutation,
a passionate appeal, or even as an outcry. The hashtag combines the rather dusty, theoretical concept of
“democracy” with an emotional element. Phonetically,
the “dear” salutation is a play on the first three letters
of “dir-ect democracy”. It is an opportunity to address
democracy directly, and actively to question it, thereby
bringing it to life.

”#DearDemocracy can be read as a polite
salutation, a passionate appeal, or even
as an outcry.”
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in the world that has a staff dedicated specifically to
democracy.
As with any hashtag, #DearDemocracy provides an
open platform for discussion – in this case about
everything concerned with modern direct democracy,
which extends far beyond the two conventional instruments of initiatives and referenda.
At the same time, it gives rise to an informal network of
users interested in – and perhaps also critical of – democracy.
swissinfo.ch is closely monitoring #DearDemocracy activity on Twitter, concentrating in particular on the issues
that are being shared and discussed, and on the users
who have adopted the hashtag.
The first tweet with the #DearDemocracy hashtag
raised awareness of Democracy Week at the University
of Fribourg in western Switzerland, for which it was specifically created by the organizing students.
Here’s a second tweet, giving an idea of what the debates covered.

The hashtag became established very quickly and has
since been in regular use. It has appeared in around
5,000 tweets from just under 1,000 accounts since it
was introduced in the summer of 2016.
#DearDemocracy has now been adopted as the name
of a nine-strong specialist swissinfo.ch editorial team.
swissinfo.ch is thus probably the only medium anywhere

If you are on Twitter and are interested in direct democracy, feel free to use the #DearDemocracy hashtag.
It will put you on the radar of swissinfo.ch’s specialist
editorial team.
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#DearDemocracy

#DearDemocracy at the
Global Democracy Forum
San Sebastián, 16 to 19 November 2016

Renat Kuenzi
Head of the specialist #DearDemocracy editorial team
Brexit, right-wing populists and right-wing extremists
grasping for power in Germany, France, Austria and the
Netherlands. 8 November, and Trump is elected the new
US president: 2016 was one long, loud wake-up call for
democracies and for the world as a whole.

of the conference was “cities as drivers of local democracy”. The other two were “the role of the media
in direct democracy” and “the Brexit plebiscite and the
challenges for direct democracy”.

One week after the US election, the Basque city of San
Sebastián in northern Spain hosted 200 experts from
30 countries, who met for the 6th Global Forum on
Modern Direct Democracy, sometimes referred to as the
“World Economic Forum of democracy”. Attending for
the second time following the 2015 event in Tunis were
journalists from #DearDemocracy, the specialist editorial team for direct democracy, which SWI swissinfo.ch has
adopted as its primary focus issue.

”In a globalized world, democracy can sometimes be dismissed as navel-gazing. That
is why there is a need for international dialogue within the network created by the Global
Forum.”

Traditionally, the Forum focuses heavily on the practice
of democracy. Indeed, the first of the three main themes

The Forum‘s pragmatic approach is designed to support
the development of practical solutions. One example of
this is the Austrian capital of Vienna, which is currently
giving thought to how to increase civic participation in
large conurbations, which will soon be home to two-
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thirds of the global population. The city set up a container in a local square, with a few chairs and tables, and
asked people about their needs. Good ideas received
city grants of up to EUR 8‘000.
We reported on events at the Forum in four languages:
Spanish, English, German and Arabic. The “home” Spanish team played a particular part in this, producing guest
items and curating dossiers on the relevant issues as
early as the spring of 2016.
We published coverage of San Sebastián on swissinfo.ch,
our special #DearDemocracy platform, and on Facebook
and Twitter. Three preview articles provided the build-up
to the event, and we also blogged live about the debates
and posted video interviews while the event was in progress. It was all rounded off by our concluding review.
#DearDemocracy/swissinfo.ch believes that the Global
Forum is the ideal platform on which to present ourselves internationally. Six points, in particular, highlight the
importance of this event:
1) The “World Economic Forum of direct democracy” is
the largest independent conference promoting popular participation in the political process around the
world. In the interests of the credibility of #DearDemocracy, we had to attend. Democracy is measured
by how it is applied in practice. Coverage of democracy arises from contact and debate with people,
and not from an isolated editorial office.

a key hub in promoting a common understanding of
democracy as a sociopolitical asset.

2) The work of those writing about democracy depends
entirely on personal networks, which provide a source
of inspiration, fresh ideas and new topics. Furthermore, contacts are important as “democracy hubs”,
distributing content on social media and enlarging
the #DearDemocracy community.

5) We regard direct democracy as a key element of
“Swissness”. We firmly believe that, with its rich and
unique body of democratic experience, Switzerland
can serve as an inspiration to other countries. That
has never been truer than today. The enormously
positive feedback on the contributions made by
Swiss experts and researchers shows how attentively
other countries listen to our expertise on fine-tuned,
“made in Switzerland” democratic processes. Strange
though it may seem, it is true to say that Switzerland
is a serious contender in the world democracy championships.

3) The Forum gave us an opportunity to present #DearDemocracy four times in an official capacity. In addition, six journalists engaged in important networking
work in a whole series of informal meetings.

6) “Sleeper” contacts can quickly be activated as journalistic resources, such as correspondents or civilian
journalists, especially when there are signs of major
democratic developments in their countries.

4) In a globalized world, democracy can sometimes be
dismissed as navel-gazing. That is why there is a
need for international dialogue within the network
created by the Global Forum. #DearDemocracy sees
itself as a link in this network. Our expertise and the
ten languages in which we work make swissinfo.ch

”The work of those writing about democracy
depends entirely on personal networks.”
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“swissinfo.ch has been one
of the few to maintain neutral and objective reporting,
smoothing the division of
ideology and preference,
and creating some mutual
understanding for all.”
Chok Woo, SWI Public Council
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#DearDemocracy

Washington’s story of the year –
as told by SWI swissinfo.ch

Susan Misicka, English Department
So how does a Swiss news outlet cover such a very
American event? And why would people follow SWI
when there are so many other outlets to choose
from? English department head Dale Bechtel answered this question in an editorial:
“If you are reading this, chances are that you have a
strong interest in both Swiss and American affairs.
Maybe you live in Switzerland. Maybe you are Swiss
and live in the United States. Maybe you are a global
citizen, with interests that connect you to the two
countries. We will provide unique coverage from Switzerland with the aim of explaining how the outcome
will matter to you.” This unique coverage came in the
form of a dossier.
In the months leading up to the election, we published
about ten op-eds highlighting a range of viewpoints
from Americans in Switzerland and Swiss in the US,
with titles like “Blowing your own Trump-et” and “A
choice-less choice”. During this period we also wrote
several articles on Swiss-American connections – especially in the business world – and how these might
be affected depending on the next president. In addition, we explained how the Swiss media was covering
the campaign.

The culmination of SWI’s coverage was the round-theclock live blog on election night that continued until
the results came out on the following day. Journalists
attended events in Geneva, Zurich, and Bern, where
the US Embassy hosted an all-nighter. We captured
the atmosphere of each event by interviewing guests,
sharing photos and videos, and going live via Facebook.
For the blog we also wanted to hear from Swiss people
living in the US and Americans living in places originally
founded by the Swiss. So we reached out to our Facebook community as well as to the Organisation of the
Swiss Abroad to see who would participate. Throughout election night, we stayed in touch with several
people, asking them for their thoughts on the latest
developments. As the results came in, they weighed
in with varying political opinions, expressing “hope”,
“nail-biting nervousness”, fear, and recognition that
they were living in “a very divided America”.
The morning after, we also produced a video featuring reactions from people on the streets of Bern. And
in the weeks and months since then, Donald Trump’s
impact on Swiss interests has been a regular topic on
our site.
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Figures

Key figures
Online users statistics, monthly average
Unique Clients
2013

+ in %

2014

+ in %

2015

+ in %

2016

+ in %

630‘000

-

704‘000

11.7%

748‘000

6.3%

848‘000

13.4%

2013

+ in %

+ in %

2016

1‘000‘000
750‘000
500‘000
250‘000
0

Visits
1‘479‘000		

2014

+ in %

2015

1‘562‘000

5.6%

1‘561‘000

-0.1% 1‘731‘000

+ in %

10.9%

2‘000‘000
1‘500‘000
1‘000‘000
500‘000
0

Downloads of the SWI swissinfo.ch app in 2016

88‘258
TV app

49‘107
Android

9‘080
iOS

3‘457
Windows
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Figures

SWI swissinfo.ch
Fans on Facebook 2016
Portuguese

43‘180

Spanish

26‘629

Arabic

474‘058

Italian

11‘950
French

10‘751
Chinese

3‘731
German

English

308‘252

5‘528
Russian

44‘337

Japanese

26‘311
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Figures

SWI swissinfo.ch
Fans on Youtube 2016

Portuguese

4‘566

English

12‘701

Arabic

4‘254
Chinese

153

Japanese

1‘386
Russian

1‘185

Spanish

3‘881
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Figures

SWI swissinfo.ch
Followers on Twitter 2016

Arabic
Corporate Account

2‘775

English

12‘519

5‘961

Russian

306

French
Japanese

1‘930

8‘649

Italian

2‘444
Portuguese

1‘181
German
Spanish

2‘044

3‘146

Chinese

707
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“The diversity of our audience around the world is both
fascinating and challenging.
swissinfo.ch discovers and
networks communities across
cultures and geographies.
That said, Swiss people living
abroad are particularly close
to our heart. Though they are
far from home, we give them
a social and emotional place
in which to share their views,
worries and joys, to talk to
each other and to get together. No matter where they live,
or how far away, swissinfo.ch
is their platform.”
Larissa M. Bieler, Editor in Chief
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SWI swissinfo.ch
Committee / Ombudswoman
© SRG SSR / Marcel Grubenmann

© SRG SSR / Marcel Grubenmann

Lucy Küng, Committee

Regula Bührer Fecker, Committee

Chair, Professor of Media Innovation at the University of
Oslo, Visiting Fellow at Reuters Institute for the Study
of Journalism at the University of Oxford

Communications expert, partner and founder of
communication agency Rod Kommunikation, lecturer
and speaker on the subjects of strategic planning and
crossmedia at a number of Swiss educational institutions, Zurich

© SRG SSR / Marcel Grubenmann

Ombudswoman SWI

Oscar Knapp, Committee

Sylvia Egli von Matt

Former Swiss ambassador, former member of management at the State Secretariat for International Financial
Matters, Federal Department of Finance, Scuol

Vice-president of the Federal Media Commission
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SWI swissinfo.ch
Public Council

Urs Ziswiler, President of the Public Council

Diccon Bewes, Vice-president, Bern

Former ambassador (Canada, USA, Spain), member of
the Board of Directors and member of various committees since 2013, Zurich

Author and bookseller

Chok Woo, Bern

Marina Karlin, Zurich

Engineer and manager

Publishing director, editor and journalist

In accordance with the SWI constitution, the Public Council
ensures close contact between the programme managers
and the audience.
The Public Council advises the managers in all programme
matters and monitors and supports programme work with
observations, suggestions and ideas. It regularly evaluates the
development, organization and success of the international
mandate in terms of quality, relevance, variety and uniqueness.

Takemitsu Morikawa, Lucerne
Senior Lecturer at the Universities of Lucerne and
Zurich
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Remarks by the
SWI swissinfo.ch Public Council
Urs Ziswiler, President of the Public Council
Discussions and meetings
The Public Council held three regular meetings in its
new configuration in 2016. The joint meeting with the
Committee of the SRG Board of Directors responsible
for SWI swissinfo.ch was held in February. The new
President, Urs Ziswiler, attended three meetings of the
Committees of the various SRG Public Councils. Prior
to the June meeting, the Council attended the meeting
of all editorial staff, making three presentations at the
event.
Areas of focus
Under the statutes of 31 March 2014, the Public Council has a duty to evaluate the various news and current
affairs products generated by SWI in terms of their
quality, relevance and effectiveness for an international
and linguistically and culturally mixed audience. The
Council used its first meeting in its new configuration to
define its role and tasks. It shared its findings with all
SWI swissinfo.ch staff at the editorial staff meeting. At
its last meeting, the Public Council decided to amend
the feedback form.
Remarks about 2016
During the first half of the year, the Public Council
tracked the topic of immigration and refugees by
means of seven items that were available in most of
the languages covered by SWI. In the second half of
the year, two members of the Public Council examined coverage of the US presidential elections by the
English, French and Italian-language editorial teams.
Those representing Russian, Japanese and Chinese
each selected a specific topic of relevance to their
region. The Russian member of the Public Council
commented on coverage of the new Gotthard tunnel,
while the President evaluated the referendum dossiers
on basic incomes and the vote on the Asylum Act. The
British member of the Council held the much-discussed
“Seven Steps to Swissinfo Heaven” presentation.
Although the five members on the Council each differed
in their (critical) verdicts on their chosen productions,
they all came to the same general conclusion. That was

that the SWI editorial teams are producing work of a
high quality, and that the new Editor in Chief has injected a certain dynamism and momentum. The Public
Council takes the view that SWI swissinfo.ch services
largely meet the needs of their international audience.
Quality control
Each member of the Public Council conducted their
required quality controls in 2016. This involved oneday visits to their individual editorial teams. These
meetings permit the new members of the Council,
in particular, to gain a deeper insight into the way in
which the teams work, and to familiarize themselves
more fully with the cultural and language-specific characteristics of those teams. The resulting discussions
help the teams and their Public Council members to
gain a better understanding of each other‘s roles and
expectations.
Federal Council and parliamentary resolutions
The Public Council was extremely gratified to learn of
the Federal Council‘s decision to extend SWI‘s international remit for a further four years. The Council
submitted a statement as input into consultations on
the 2017–2019 Stability Programme, and was delighted that the Swiss parliament rejected reductions in the
SWI budget for 2017.
Swiss Abroad
SWI provided extensive coverage of the centenary Congress of the Organisation of the Swiss Abroad in 2016,
which was hosted by Editor in Chief Larissa M. Bieler.
The Congress was also streamed on www.swissinfo.ch.
Peter Schibli, Director of SWI, chaired a panel debate on
e-voting as part of a meeting with the Public Council.
The Organisation of the Swiss Abroad (OSA) thanked
SWI for its considerable support.
Internet usage
The Public Council received regular reports on the
growth of internet usage figures in 2016. The steady
increase in numbers is evidence that the information
provided by SWI reflects the interests of its global
readership.
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“swissinfo.ch has displayed
consistency and stability in
a year of uncertainty.”
Regula Bührer Fecker, SWI Committee
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Organization chart
Management
P. Schibli*

Communication and Marketing

Documentation and Archives

Th. Waldmeier, a. i.

P. Schuoler

Finances and Controlling

Editor in Chief

Human Resources

Information technology

P. Zschaler*

L. M. Bieler*

P. Provinzano

H. Zumwald*

Swiss Department

English Department

IT Operations

F. Bragagnini

D. Bechtel

J. Martos

Spanish Department

Arabic Department

IT Production

B. Couceiro

K. Dhif

A. Alazzawi

Portuguese Department

Japanese Department

A. Thoele

A. Uehara

Chinese Department

Russian Department

D. Shao

I. Petrov

* = Member of management
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“The renewal of the charter
between the Swiss Confederation and SRG SSR (SWI) for
the 2017 to 2020 period is
evidence of the recognition
and appreciation afforded to
swissinfo.ch‘s achievements
and impact to date.
For us, it is an enormous
motivation to keep developing our online services
according to what our readers want, and thereby make
a relevant contribution to
Swiss public value.”
Peter Zschaler, Head of Finances and Controlling, Dep. Director
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Finances 2016
2016

2015

Deviation

Operating result

CHF 1‘000

-216

0

Total expenditure

CHF 1‘000

18‘817

17‘732

6.1%

Total return

CHF 1‘000

18‘601

17‘732

4.9%

Financing SWI swissinfo.ch 			
Proportion SRG SSR

in %

51.3

50.0

2.6%

Proportion Confederation

in %

48.5

49.5

-2.0%

Proportion SWI swissinfo.ch

in %

0.2

0.5

-60.0%

Investments

CHF 1‘000

189

310

-39.0%

Proportion of turnover committed to investment

in %

1.0

1.7

-41.2%

Depreciation

CHF 1‘000

478.0

505.0

-5.3%

Equity capital

CHF 1‘000

1‘453

1‘669

-12.9%

Provision

CHF 1‘000

1‘345

581

131.5%

Full-time positions 		

85

85

0.0%

Salary increase

0.0

0.0

–

in %
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“We‘re doing more with fewer resources and expanding
flexible thinking throughout
the company.”
Hubert Zumwald, Head of IT
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Personnel statistics
2016

2015

Number of
%
Number of
employees		employees

%

				
Total

102

100

104

100.0

Collective employment contract (CEA)

91

89.2

93

89.4

Executive employees

11

10.8

11

10.6

Temporary employees

0

0.0

0

0.0

				
Men

58

56.9

59

56.7

of which full-time employees

28

27.5

29

27.9

of which part-time employees

30

29.4

30

28.8

				
Women

44

43.1

45

43.3

of which full-time employees

15

14.7

10

9.6

of which part-time employees

29

28.4

35

33.7

				
Total part-time employees

59

57.8

64

61.5

				
Nationality: CH

77

75.5

77

74.0

Nationality: EU

15

14.7

15

14.4

Nationality: other

10

9.8

12

11.5

				
Number of represented nations (w/o CH)

14		

14			

					
Full-time positions

84.6		

84.5
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”swissinfo.ch explains
Switzerland, its unique
democratic processes and
hot topics in ten languages –
and all in a top-class digital
format. At a time of growing
international tensions, with
democratic processes under
threat, swissinfo.ch has
an increasingly important
contribution to make.”
Lucy Küng, SWI Committee
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“Under difficult financial
circumstances we came up
with pragmatic solutions
to successfully defend our
most valuable asset, our
staff and their jobs.”
Patrizia Provinzano, Head of HR
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